Soft energy function and generic evolutionary method for discriminating native from nonnative protein conformations.
We have developed a soft energy function, termed GEMSCORE, for the protein structure prediction, which is one of emergent issues in the computational biology. The GEMSORE consists of the van der Waals, the hydrogen-bonding potential and the solvent potential with 12 parameters which are optimized by using a generic evolutionary method. The GEMSCORE is able to successfully identify 86 native proteins among 96 target proteins on six decoy sets from more 70,000 near-native structures. For these six benchmark datasets, the predictive performance of the GEMSCORE, based on native structure ranking and Z-scores, was superior to eight other energy functions. Our method is based solely on a simple and linear function and thus is considerably faster than other methods that rely on the additional complex calculations. In addition, the GEMSCORE recognized 17 and 2 native structures as the first and the second rank, respectively, among 21 targets in CASP6 (Critical Assessment of Techniques for Protein Structure Prediction). These results suggest that the GEMSCORE is fast and performs well to discriminate between native and nonnative structures from thousands of protein structure candidates. We believe that GEMSCORE is robust and should be a useful energy function for the protein structure prediction.